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I don't just design books or draw individual 

illustrations. I rather like a theatre director 

create reading experience from the cover  

to the last page. Each book has its own visual 

drama. In that sense, I see a lot of similarities  

in the work of book designer to that of a theater 

artist: to unfold imaginary worlds in space  

and time and be a guide for the reader.  
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VISIBLE INVISIBLE 

Visible-invisible is a simple and touchy 

story about a girl who has only one friend, 

an imaginary horse. This fantasy is very 

real for her, but not for others. Somehow, 

when the girl needs help, she finds it 

unexpectedly. She meets somebody who 

can understand her and her world. 

This book may appeal to little dreamers  

of 4-7 years old and to their parents who 

grew up, but still believe in miracles or 

want to believe that life is magic. 

Text by Valeria Ordinartseva 

Published in Russian by Pink Giraffe, 2011 

Special Prise of The BookILL Fest for 

lyrical approach to illustrating book / 

Serbia 2016

✴ 

OPEN TO PUBLISH 

The text is only 470 words long.  

There is the literary translation into 

English, German and Japanese. 

Winner of CJ BOOK FESTIVAL /  

Korea 2011

✴ 
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TUCK EVERLASTING 

This philosophical novel by Natalie Babit  

is about the immortal Took family and the 

little girl Winnie Foster, who accidentally 

discovers the secret of eternal life, but 

finds enough wisdom and strength to give 

up this dangerous gift. 

Published by Pink Giraffe, 2012 

Watch video 

Special Prise of The BookILL Fest for 

lyrical approach to illustrating book / 

Serbia 2016

✴ 
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https://www.polinabakhtina.com/tuck-everlasting-video






































HEROIC TALES 

Text by Sergey Georgiev 

Published by Trimag, 2014 

























MEYERHOLD’S DREAM 

author's comic about the life of the director 

and theatre reformer Vsevolod Meyerhold.  

The comic was conceived and drawn in the 

collaboration with Yan Kalnberzin as part  

of the installation for the International 

Exhibition PRAGUE QUADRIENNIALE 2015. 

Golden Medal for Best Prague 

Quadrennial 2015 Publication 
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COPS ON FIRE 

Hip-hop opera Cops on Fire is a play that 

combines comics, street aesthetics, 

allusions to iconic movies and hip-hop 

music. The set and props is designed  

as a living huge 3d comic book on  

cardboard with lots of stunts  

and analog animation.  

v1 2009,  v2 2020 

Sergei Kuryokhin Grand Prize / 2009 
✴ 

Textura Olimp Festival Grand Prize / 2011
✴ 
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Scale model 



3d sketches Scene of the performance 



















SNOWFLAKES 

Snowflakes is a fairy tale about how 

important every creative endeavor  

is to the beauty of life, even thought  

it may not always seem to be the case. 

The story follows a snowflake-making 

elf who decides that his work is now 

meaningless and gives up, leaving  

the world without the magic of winter 

at the time when it needs it most.  

Text by Valeria Ordinartseva 

Unpublished 

OPEN TO PUBLISH 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THE BREMEN TOWN 
MUSICIANS 

This book based on the famous 

Grimm Brothers tale was first 

developed as the interactive app for 

iPad with original soundtracks and 

educational games. 

Watch video 

There is a paper version.  

OPEN TO PUBLISH 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=roUwWJkgrmQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=roUwWJkgrmQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=roUwWJkgrmQ
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LUDWIG THE DOG 

Picture book "Ludwig the Dog" about 

Ludwig Wittgenstein and Karl Popper. 


Text by Tikhon Kornev 

In progress 
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SIGNS OF LOVE 
AND THEIR ENDINGS 

Text by Marta Ketro 

Published by AST Astrel, 2011 
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STRANGE SUFFERINGS 

OF A THEATER DIRECTOR 

Text by E.T.A. Hoffmann 

These graphic works are in the collections 

of the Museum of Fine Arts, Kaliningrad

✴ 
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NAPPING SONGS 

It is short poems about how children, 

falling asleep in their cribs, imagine 

that their rooms are transformed right 

before their eyes into magical worlds. 

Visually, this story is revealed in the 

book's two-color solution. If we look  

at the pictures through a red filter,  

we see a children's room in one of the 

apartments in the house. And if we 

look through the blue night window, 

the accents shift and miracles begin  

to happen. 

In this case, the solution is not just  

a trick, but a language that works with 

human perception. By playing, we shift 

the focus of attention. After all, it is 

possible to look at everything from 

different angles, to see something 

unique. 

Text by Valeria Ordinartseva 

In progress 

OPEN TO PUBLISH 
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1998-2003 - Printing Art’s Moscow State University,  

Master of Arts / Diploma project won the Art of the Book competition 

2014 - Avignon Theater Festival Seminar of the Swiss Cultural Council 

Golden Mask Award’s laureate as Best Theatre Artist of Drama, 2021 

Gold Medal as the Best Prague Quadrennial 2015 Publication for Meyerhold’s Dream author’s comic 

book, 2015 

Breakthrough award as Best Young Theatre Artist, 2014 

BookILL Fest’s Special Prize for illustrating book Visible-Invisible, 2016 

International CJ Book Festival’s winner, 2011 

Sergei Kuryokhin Grand Prize for Cops on Fire, 2009 

The artist's works are in the collections of the Museum of Fine Arts, Kaliningrad. 

Hand/digital drawing, typography, printing technique, creation of scale model, book illustration; 

Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Premier, FinalCut, SketchUp; 

imagine, surprise, organize and communicate. 

Illustrator and book’s designer / Book’s were published by Pink Giraffe, Trimag, AST, Kompaniya, 

Polybooka, Polyandria. 

Developing the book layout design and creative ideas, searching for visual style, creating illustrations, 
typesetting, preparing or supervising prepress. 

POLINA BAKHTINA 

BOOK’S ILLUSTRATOR  /  THEATRE ARTIST 

Education 

Awards  

Skills 

Experience 

Interdisciplinary artist, graphic artist by education, with extensive experience in both the design 

of book layouts and illustrations for them, as well as scenography and costume design for 

contemporary theater and children productions, expositions and immersive spaces.  

She was engaged in visual stories first in the book, created illustrations and book layouts for 

different publishing house. Simultaneously developed in a three-dimensional stage space. 

Author of scenography and costumes for many performances. Already in the first theatrical 

works, a love for interdisciplinarity was manifested: scenography in the form of a huge folding 

book in the play "Hairdresser" and the cult hip-hoper "Cops on Fire" as a living comic book. 

15 years of practice in creating illustrated books and theatrical projects from idea to final 

realization. 
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Set and Costume Designer of many theatre performances including The Nutcracker, choreographed by 

Y. Posokhov, You must be thankful directed by V. Schmidt; Sugar by I. Vyrypaev and C. Liske, Zanos by 

Vladimir Sorokin directed by Y. Kvyatkovsky,  

In rings (Moscow Unhappy) directed by M. Brusnikina, hip-hopera Cops on Fire, site-specific projects It 

Seemed That You Imagined It with Tatiana Chizhikova for V-A-C Foundation.  

Curator of Scenography course in British Higher School of Design, 2014 - till now 

Development of the educational programme and projects, organisation of the learning process, 
selection of teachers, master classes, participation in real projects as a curator, supervision of diploma 
projects. 

Tutor of Art & Design program ArtsCool for teenagers, 2015-2021 

Generating the theme and implementation method for the Set design module, w

POLINA BAKHTINA 

BOOK’S ILLUSTRATOR  /  THEATRE ARTIST 

Experience

///polinabakhtina.com 

http://polinabakhtina.com


polabakhtina@gmail.com 

+4917636872484 

telegram @polabakhtina 

polinabakhtina.com 
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